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Product  Description 

CODE: Howe 40/4 
Seats, Backs & armrest The seats and backs are triple curved. The front of the seat is with “waterfall” curve. 

The surface veneer is in matt lacquered 0,6 mm knife-cut sanded veneer on both sides. The inner layers are in 1,2 mm rotary cut beech: 7 layers on 

seat, 9 layers on back, 7 layers on armrests. The thickness of the seat is 9-10 mm, back 10-11 mm and armrest 9-10 mm. 

Standard finishes: maple, beech, oak, cherry, ash, birch, walnut, black stained ash,white stained maple. 

40/4 can be dressed to suit absolutely any application - in practical plastic resin, finely-crafted wood veneers to elegant leather upholstery. 40/4 is 

also available in armchair, barstool, lounge chair, swivel chair, and outdoor variations. 

The plastic resin is a PA6 with fire-retarder. The surface is slightly textured and matt coated. The thickness of the seat is 5,5-10 mm, back 6,5-10 

mm and armrest 10 mm. Standard colours: Howe grey, Ayers Rock red, Black, Blue eyes, Coconut, Mandarin, Apple. 

The sledge frame is in round, solid steel rod (Steel quality C15K, norm EN10278/ ISO 286-2). Side chair (linking and non-linking): Ø11 mm rod. Arm-

chair: Ø11 mm rod/ Ø13 mm rod at rearlegs and arm support. Frame finish comes in chrome (min. 20 μ), satin chrome (min. 20 μ) or black, alu grey 
or Howe grey powder coating (min. 50 μ). The glides are in transparent polycarbonate (PC). Glides with integrated moulded felt are optional. On 
chairs with integrated linking one male and one female glide apply. 

TYPICAL NBS SPECIFICATION 
 
TEST 
The chair is for severe contract use. The chair has been tested to DIN/EN 1728-2000 and ISO 7173:1989, level 5 for strength and 
durability as well as BS 4875:1985, Part 2 and ISO 7174-1 (stability). The plastic seat and back has passed the British BS 
5852:2006, clause 12, ignition sources 0, 1 & 5 and the French M3 fire test. The optional fire retardant foam has reached the 
French M4 and the British BS 5852, part 2 suitable for public areas. The fabric is available with fire retarder on request. 
ERGONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT 
The chairs triple curved form moulds to body’s natural contours. The waterfall seat design does not restrict blood circulation and so 
prevents undue pressure under the thighs. The stacking of the chairs is ergonomic correct - the chairs only have to be lifted low to 
slide from front. The seats, backs, armrests, frames and chroming are all produced according to ISO14001 standards. All parts of the 
chair can be dismantled and recycled. 

WARRANTIES 
HOWE a/s gives a 10 years guarantee on all 40/4 chairs against weld breakages, defective material, workmanship and performance under normal 
use. The guarantee is valid as from date of shipment. The HOWE warranty becomes invalid, if the product exhibits signs of abuse or improper 
handling or other physical damage. The HOWE warranty excludes those parts, which are subject to normal wear and tear in use. 
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